Hi there, thank you so much for your thoughtful and thorough review. I was hoping you could give some guidance on providing more evidence for outcomes. This course was developed in response to Covid-19, and thus not planned as a student experiment, per se, but as curriculum needed given the circumstances. We did do an IRB approval after the fact (after the course) and were told we could use student artifacts, demographics, etc. We could therefore mine the products turned in for the course for more evidence, but this would be ad hoc. Obviously, if this course were planned with the intent of extracting more meaningful metrics (interviews, etc.) ahead of time it would be easier to provide the evidence suggested. Do you have any specific suggestions for how we might lay out more evidence given what we have available? You suggested, for example, we could use literature as evidence and we could detail the SERC Learning outcomes met in more detail. We could also look more into assessments used in the course or specific examples on student products. Any advise would be appreciated as I am not an education researcher and this particular opportunity to showcase curriculum and outcomes is coloured heavily by the Covid circumstances under which the course curriculum arose. Thanks!